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I love impulse waves as these are so much easier to track and forecast compared to corrections -especially 4th waves. 

Today the market did pretty much exactly as anticipated: correct to the SPX2454-2249 target zone for what was 

likely all of micro-4 at today’s SPX2450 low as the hourly RSI5 became oversold. The S&P500 is at writing only 3p 

away from it’s ATH and unless micro-4 becomes a flat correction, I continue to anticipate SPX2475 to be reached for 

all of minute-iii of minor-5, possible SPX2482ish (See Table 1 below). We should then see several days of side-ways 

down slop for minute-iv back to SPX2455ish before minute-v takes price to the ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone for 

all of Major-3 

Figure 1. SPX 60-min charts. Y’days neg. div. on RIS5 signaled micro-4 correctly, and which most likely ended today  

 

 

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker tables for minute-waves. Green cells show micro-3, 4 targets were reached to the T (within 

+/2p). Blue cells show ideal minute-iii price targets depending on length of micro-5. 
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Baring any changes into the close today, we see that price retested the breakout from the SPX2450-2415 zone as 

well as retested the breakout above the dotted orange long term trendline. Rather standard price action. All TIs are 

poining up, no negative divergences anywhere, no sell signals, price above all SMA: still nothing bearish about this 

chart. And that’s all there is to it: the daily chart tells us to continue to look up.SPX2485 remains the breakout target. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Break out >SPX2450 retested successfully. All systems remain on buy. 
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A quick look at the NDX, which I succesfully used to determine if the top was in or not, shows us continued higher 

prices today as well. All TIs are pointing up, price is above all SMAs (20d to 200d), which are all rising and Bullishly 

stacked (20d>200d), and price is at the upper bollinger band with the bands expanding: it has strength and wants to 

go higher. Also here nothing bearish about this chart. $6104 remians the ideal target. This chart thus supports my 

preferred POV that the S&P500 will keep rising as well. 

Figure 3. NDX daily chart: Break out continues. All TIs pointing up. Intermediate-v underway 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) will most likely give a buy signal today -I 

don’t have today’s numbers yet at writing- as market breadth (SPX-MO) remains positive for today. As said prior, we 

are likely experiencing a similar set up as June last year; where the SPX-SI was only short-lived as we were (also) 

dealing with a 5th wave back then. Regardless, a buy signal is a buy signal. This means all indicators I track are now 

on Buy. It simple doesn’t get any better than this to confirm my upward bias. 

Figure 4. SPX-SI daily chart: Will give a buy signal today. 

 

In conclusion: The S&P500 remains on track for the preferred Bullish count, with a micro-3 top at SPX2463, micro-

4 most likely at SPX2550 and micro-5 to SPX2475 (possible SPX2482) to complete minute-iii of minor-5 of 

intermediate-v of major-3 now underway. With the SPX-SI now also on buy, all systems are on buy. Thus, the 

weight of the evidence favors higher prices going forward. As the market keeps behaving as expected and tops 

and bottoms where I anticipate it, it continues to strengthen the thesis of an impulse being underway to SPX2485-

2505. Not until the market tells differently will I sing another song. KISS 😊  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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